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Abstract

Cooperative Spectrum Sensing (CSS) is one of the proposed solutions to overcome the interference,

path loss and shadowing effect. CSS is proposed also to enable secondary users to interact with the

primary users by exploiting spatial diversity. However, cooperative sensing is also facing one major issue

which is the energy consumption in transmitting the sensing reports to the fusion center especially for

a big numbers of cognitive radio users. In this paper, we propose a new cooperative spectrum sensing

scheme based on group heads (GHs) where the cognitive users are sorted randomly into groups and

the user having the highest SNR of reporting channel will be chosen to be the group head that will be

authorized to send its sensing report to the fusion center. In the proposed scheme, only heads of groups

are transmitting data to the FC which improves the green energy-saving cognitive communications in

cognitive radio network. The simulation results show the high efficacy and efficiency of our scheme.

Index— Cooperative Spectrum Sensing, the energy consumption, secondary users, sensing perfor-

mance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cognitive radio CR is as an intelligent wireless communication system which can exploit

the under-utilized spectral resources by reusing unused spectrum in an opportunistic manner [1]

[2]. It involves the primary users (PU) and secondary users (SU) [3] intelligently assess to the

unused spectrum under license when the primary users are inactive. Secondary users computes

the signal strength, interference and the number of users residing in the spectrum and observes

the heterogeneous spectrum that varies in time and space due to the activities of primary user

[4]. The availability of spectrum depends on the availability of spectrum holes that vary over
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time and location. So, the detection of primary user signals in harsh and noisy surrounding

environment presents the most important challenge [5] [6] [3].

Thus, spectrum sensing is considered as a key function for dynamic spectrum access which is

designed to maximize spectrum efficiency and capacity within congested wireless transmission

environments and it is a critical function to avoid interference with primary users [7] [8]. How-

ever, detection performance in practice is often compromised with multipath fading, shadowing

and receiver uncertainty issues. To overcome the impact of these issues, cooperative spectrum

sensing is proposed as an effective method to improve the detection performance by exploiting

spatial diversity [9] [10] [11] [1].

However, even the enhancement of cooperative SU number could improve cooperative diversity

gain in cooperative transmission, the cooperation between users has also a big impact on the

cost of overhead traffic for control signaling and the result transmission [12], which introduces

additional transmission delay and consumes more power and energy which are critical parameters

for CRN [9].

In fact, the power resource is limited, especially for battery operated mobile terminals and

the and high energy consumption represents a challenge hindering wide implementation of some

recent technologies. Many solution have been proposed to solve the energy consumption issue

for cooperative spectrum sensing. In [13], the authors proposed the use of hard decision reports

in place of sensing reports. In [14], the authors proposed a censorship strategy where only

a user that has reliable information can transmit the sensing report to fusion center (FC).

However, these solutions are often degraded by multipath and shadowing effect. In [15] the

authors proposed a clustering based scheme for spectrum sensing in cognitive radio wireless

sensor network, which involves less nodes in spectrum sensing in order to reduce the energy

consumption. In [16], the authors presented clustering-based joint compressive sensing which

combines the compressive reconstruction technology and hierarchical data-fusion. However, the

energy reduction in these schemes is not optimal. In fact, each head cluster has to make a

decision based on the local decisions received from its cluster members which means an inter

transmission inside the cluster so an increasing on the energy consumption. However, these

works focused on the conventional clustering techniques which is not efficient for the energy

consumption and the delay transmission.

To solve these issues, in this paper, we propose a cluster and forward based on the highest
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SNR. By dividing all the secondary users randomly into clusters and the node having the best

channel conditions is chosen as a head group that will transmit its decision to the fusion center.

Thus less energy for reporting decision will be consumed with reliable transmission channel,

which leads to accurate spectrum sensing.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as:

1) Proposing a new scheme for CRN that reduced largely the energy consumption based on

grouped Cooperative Spectrum Sensing.

2) Computing the derivation of the maximum channel allocation and the energy consumption

of the new scheme.

3) Dynamic head group selection based on the maximum channel allocation.

4) Simulations results have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed

scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the system model is presented. The

derivation of the maximum channel allocation and energy consumption is presented in section III.

The evaluation analysis and the simulation results are given in section IV. Finally, we conclude

in section VI

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As shown in Fig.2, the adopted system model consists of one of a Fusion Center (FC) and

multiple secondary users (SUs) distributed randomly over G groups. All the SUs are supposed

to be equipped with with energy detection which is the most widely-used detection technique.

The set of secondary users of is denoted Us = {U1, U2, ...Un}. We assume that the primary

users do not occupy the entire bandwidth simultaneously, therefore, some of the channels will

be available for use by the secondary users.

We assume that the energy detection for local spectrum sensing at secondary users. Hence,

each secondary users collects m RSS samples (received signal strength). The sensing report from

user i is denoted as ri = (ri,1, ri,m). The test statistic of the energy detector is the average RSS

(including the noise power)

xi =
1

m

m∑
k=1

ri,k (1)
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Fig. 1. system architecture

We assume also that the channel between the user Ui in the group j and the primary user

denoted hi,j fellows a normal distribution parametrize in terms of the mean and the variance,

denoted by mi,j and si,j respectively.

III. BEST CHANNEL ALLOCATION AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION

A. Best channel allocation

In this section , we defined the head group based on the maximum channel. In fact, At each

group j, only one user im is selected to transmit the report so that:

hmj , him,j = max(hi,j)|i = 1..N (2)

The probability density PDF of hi,j distribution can be written as:

fi,j(x) =
exp(− (x−mi,j)

2

2s2i,j
)√

2πsi,j
(3)

Consequently, its CDF is expressed by
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Fi,j(x) =

∫
fi,j(x) (4)

= −
Ei(− (x−mi,j)

2

2s2i,j

2
√
2π

Where Ei is the exponential integral function.

Hence, the CDF of hmj can be expressed by

Fm
j (x) =

N∏
i=1

Fi,j(x) (5)

=
N∏
i=1

−
Ei(− (x−mi,j)

2

2s2i,j

2
√
2π

,
N∏
i=1

ki,j(x) (6)

Consequently, the PDF of hmj can be expressed by

fm
j (x) =

d fm
j (x)

dx
(7)

=
d

dx
(

N∏
i=1

ki,j(x))

=
N∑
i=1

gi1h
i
1

where

gi1 =
d

dx
(ki,j(x)) (8)

=
exp(− (x−mi,j)

2

2s2i,j
)

√
2π(x−mi,j)

and

hi1 =
1

ki,j(x)

N∏
i=1

ki,j(x) (9)

Consequently and from 9, we deduce that P (xi|H1) can be expressed as follows:

P (xi = z|H1) =

∫
fm
j (x

s
)

|s|
lN(z − x) dx (10)

where lN denotes the probability density function of the noise which can be expressed as

follows
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lN(x) =
exp(− x2

2N0
)√

2π
√
N0

(11)

where N0 denotes the noise spectral density. Note that the expression in 11 is very complicated

and cannot be computed mathematically hence for the simulation, it is evaluated using the

trapezoidal numerical integration method.

B. Energy and Power Consumption:

In general, the energy dissipation Edpfor a user Ui is the sum of the power amplifier and the

energy dissipated for the transmission Etx, and Erx which is the receiving energy dissipation.

Thus, for transmitting or receiving a message having L bits over a transmission distance D, the

can be expressed as:

Etx
i =

 LEelec
i + LεfsD

2 D > D0

LEelec
i + LεmpD

4 D < D0

(12)

Erx
i = LEelec

i (13)

Where Eelec
i is the electronic energy consumed in recieving or transmitting data in Ui. εfs

and εmp are the dissipated energy and the power amplifier to maintain an acceptable SNR for

reliable data transfer. They depend on the channel model, where R2 is the free space path loss,

and R4 is the multipath fading loss. We denote by D0 the threshold distance [14] and it can be

written as:

D0 =
εfs
εmp

(14)

For the energy consumption during Ecp the sensing period. It is the sum of (Es) which is

the energy consumed for the sensing of the channel occupancy and (Ec) which is the energy

consumed for the computation of observations and generating the local decision ; (Ep) is the

energy consumed in the sleeping mode ; and the energy consumed in sensing the local decision

to the fusion center (Er).

In general, Ep < Ec << Er, then Ep and Ec are ignored. Under these considerations, the

energy consumption of a secondary user SUi can be calculated as follows:

Ecp
i = Es

i + Er
i (15)
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Hence, if we assume that the FC is far from the secondary users, hence the energy dissipation

for the SUi follows the multipath model (R4 power loss) and it can be written as:

Etx
i = LEelec

i + LεmpD
4D < D0 (16)

The total energy for CRs noted ETE in its classical form is an increasing function of number

of users (M ) and it can be calculated as follows:

ETE =
M∑
i=1

(Ecp
i + Erx

i + Etx
i )

=
M∑
i=1

(Es
i + Er

i + L(2× Eelec
i + εmpD

4)) (17)

Hence and since the number of secondary users transmitting messages to the FC is reduced

largely and only the group heads are transmitting data to the FC. So, if we denote by ETGroup

the total energy of G groups of secondary users, ETGroup can be written as:

ETGroup =
G∑
i=1

(Es
i + Er

i + L(2× Eelec
i + εmpD

4)) (18)

So, if we note by Rreduction is the energy reduction between the traditional model and the

proposed scheme and according to eq.18and eq.17 , we have:

Rreduction =
ETE − ETGroup

ETE

=

∑M
i=1 (E

s
i + Er

i + L(2× Eelec
i + εmpD

4))∑M
i=1 (E

s
i + Er

i + L(2× Eelec
i + εmpD4))

−
∑G

j=1 (E
s
j + Er

j + L(2× Eelec
j + εmpD

4))∑M
i=1 (E

s
i + Er

i + L(2× Eelec
i + εmpD4))

= 1−
∑G

j=1 (E
s
j + Er

j + L(2× Eelec
j + εmpD

4))∑M
i=1 (E

s
i + Er

i + L(2× Eelec
i + εmpD4))

= 1− δ (19)

where

δ =

∑G
j=1 (E

s
j + Er

j + L(2× Eelec
j + εmpD

4))∑M
i=1 (E

s
i + Er

i + L(2× Eelec
i + εmpD4))

(20)

or

G <<< M (21)

(22)
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So

1− δ >> 0

Rreduction >> 0 (24)

Rreduction is always bigger than 1 which proves that the proposed scheme can significantly reduce

energy consumption compared to the classical system by involving only one node in a cluster

which is the head group for sending the sensing report to the fusion center instead of all.

IV. SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY RATIO TEST

After receiving the sensing reports from the group head of each group, the FC applies the

Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) technique [17]. The probability ratio V is generated

as:

V = ln(
P (xi|H1)

P (xi|H0)
)2 (25)

Where P (x|Hk) presents the probability density function of the received signal x from the

group heads under Hk (k=0 or 1).

The FC decision is defined as:

V ≥ A =⇒ Accept H1 (26)

V ≤ B=⇒ Accept H0

A < V < B

=⇒ Aggregate an additional report from an other head group.

Where A and B present the thresholds computed respectively based on the desired miss

detection probability η and false alarm probability φ.
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According to [11] A and B can be written as follow:

A = ln(
1− η
φ

) (27)

B = ln(
η

1− φ
) (28)

At each iteration, the FC makes the addition of the received sensing reports of the head group.

Then, it computes V based on Eq.27 and controls if the final decision is reached or not. However,

if the decision is not reached after aggregating all the sensing decisions of the cluster heads,

the FC considered that the PU is transmitting to avoid interference. In the end, we update the

reputation profile for each user.

V. SIMULATIONS

An IEEE 802.22 WRAN environment with three DTV transmitters is considered. the secondary

users are in a range of 1 to 2km. We assume that the total number of users is 100. φ = 0.01 is

the desired miss detection probability and η = 0.1 is the desired false alarm probability.

Fig.2 shows the miss detection probabilities of the proposed scheme as a function of the SNR.

We can see that the miss detection probability increases with low SNR which proves that the

proposed model is enable to transmit the sensing report to the FC with high level of nose. In

addition, it can be seen that the miss detection probability is close to 0 and does not exceed 0.1

when the SNR between 20 and 25dB.

We notice that when the number of groups increases the miss detection probability deceases

which improves the system performance. In fact, for a small number of groups we have small

number of group heads, so there is high probability to make a wrong decision. Fig.3 shows the

false alarm probability of the proposed model as a function of the number of malicious users.

It can be seen that also in terms of false alarm probability; our scheme loses its performance

when SNR = 0 and it reaches 0.1 for SNR between 15 and 25 dB. We can remark that when

the number of groups increases the false alarm probability deceases which improve the system

performance. In fact, for a big number of groups we have big number of group heads, so

there is high probability to make a good decision. Compared to the miss-detection probability

presented in 2, the false alarm probability is more sensitive to the SNR since in case where the

FC cannot be sure if the primary user is using the spectrum or not it assumes that there is a
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Fig. 2. Miss detection Probability Vs SNR

transmission to prevent possible interferences which may increase the false alarm probability in

case of uncertainty.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a novel scheme for cooperative spectrum sensing based on groups

partition and dynamic head group selection. The new scheme improves the spectrum sensing by

reducing largely the energy consumption compared to the conventional model.Analytical results

showed that the proposed scheme reduced the power consumption compared the conventional

model and the simulations results show that for big number of groups, the system is able to

make an accurate decisions while reducing miss detection and false alarm probabilities.
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